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The men of reality television are defined by their physical appearance. This includes the 
male’s hair color and the clothing they decide to wear to how many times they decide to go the 
gym and the watches they wear. Through her writing of E! Entertainment and project Hello 
Selfie Men, Kate Durbin makes the audience understand that society holds a social construct that 
males in reality shows should look a certain way, with their muscular bodies and Rolex watches. 
This social construct might not be the same one for men outside of reality shows but it is 
changing men of the reality world and continues to throughout all reality shows such as Jersey 
Shore, The Bachelor, and Survivor.  
 Through the use of language, sarcasm, and pacing, I was able to display this social 
construct of men in reality television when describing the shows of Jersey Shore, The Bachelor 
and Survivor. Throughout the descriptions I was able to not only take what the men were 
wearing such as “Gap sweaters” and “Abercrombie & Fitch sweatpants” but was also able to 
take their physical appearances to make the readers understand how society views men of reality 
television; strictly visual. While both in The Bachelor and Jersey Shore the men of the show 
were wearing their appearances, the men of Survivor were able to display this through their 
physical appearance because they were wearing little to no clothes. These men weren’t wearing 
shirts or any designer pants, but they were able to display their appearance by how physically fit 
they were. As well, they showed it through the kinds of hats they were wearing, whether these 
hats were dirty buffs or a nice sun hat. Even though these men weren’t wearing their appearance, 
they were still representing this through their physical bodies. I was able to take these 
descriptions and make the readers understand the way that audience members of reality 
television hold these physical standards for the men who are on the shows, no matter where these 
men are, their age or what they are able to afford.  

Kate Durbin is also able to show the way men of reality television are held to a societal 
expectation of having to always show themselves through their appearance of clothes and age. 
Through Durbin’s descriptions of men in E! Entertainment she discusses the male figure during 
the Kim Kardashian Wedding. When Durbin writes, “The Not-Husband’s face is smooth. As he 
speaks, we watch him pressing his lips together over and over on the paisley couch. He sticks out 
his big tongue. It is crawling with bugs of electricity”, the audience is able to understand the 
social construct of reality men that society has for them through the way of electrics and power 
(114). Durbin uses the term of “electricity” for only the male characters, allowing the audience to 
understand that a sense of power identity and appearance is associated with the males of reality 
television and only the males. When the readers are able to understand the power that is put on 
men by society and how their appearance must show power, readers are able to understand the 
type of common views the viewers put on the men of reality television. 

Both Durbin’s and my own ideas relate but they don’t agree in all forms. While both our 
ideas talk about the viewers of reality shows and their basic ideals of men’s appearances, the 
actual visual representations of the men and selfies is where our ideas differ from one another. In 
my own visual essay, I chose to use the selfies from the specific men from each of the reality 
shows such as the selfie of “Beefy Boy” and the selfie of “Too Old for This Show”. With these 
visual representations of the selfies I was able to show readers the way the men themselves want 
to portray themselves to the world, especially through the use of either taking the selfie 
themselves or having a person in the selfie take the picture too. Choosing to take a selfie rather 
than just a normal picture shows that the men of reality television want to succumb to the 



standards viewers hold to them, showing the viewers through their selfies that they have the 
clothes, hair styles and accessories that make them the men of reality television. Opposite to this 
Durbin takes the same aesthetic of the selfie but uses the selfie more as a way to celebrate men 
for exactly who they are. When Durbin performs with the men in Hello Selfie Men the 
performance is a way to let the society around them to see that it doesn’t matter what the men 
look like, rather that they should be celebrated for their bodies, hair and ages, seen through the 
men not wearing shirts. Both of our ideas correlate in a way but the difference is the celebration 
versus the reality of the men succumbing to expectations.  

Through out the process of creating my visual essay I was able to change and revert my 
ideas to allow it to speak for itself. From the beginning, I knew I had wanted blue pages, similar 
to Durbin’s pink pages, to allow the audience to understand that through my essay the men 
would be observed rather than the women. Continually I had only used two selfies when it came 
to the men but then decided to use multiple selfies because it allowed the audience to see the 
numerous ways the men were trying to prove their masculinity and their right to be on reality 
television to the viewers. This ranged from the Jersey Shore men taking selfies of their muscular 
bodies to the Survivor men taking photos when they are all dirty, but still showing their white 
teeth. As well, I had the analysis within the visual essay but decided to move it to here in my 
writer’s memo to allow for the essay to flow better between observational text and the selfies. 
Lastly, I added more to “Your Tribe Has Spoken” because it seemed to be lacking in observation 
compared to the other texts. Through this section I was also able to bring in the natural being of 
reality men, showing that even without designer clothing, men of reality television still need to 
prove themselves through their natural bodies. 

Therefore, through both Durbin and my own writing we are both able to show that 
society holds a standard for the men of reality television through how they appear physically. 
Whether it be their hair, their physical body or their age, both of us are able to display this 
societal expectation of reality males looking like the “perfect male”. Our arguments differ when 
it comes to the aesthetic of the male selfie. While Durbin argues that the selfie celebrates the 
male, I argue that it’s once again the men of reality television buckling to the ideals that society 
holds on them and their bodies. Whether it’s celebration or surrendering to society, men of 
reality television will always be held to a social norm that for some may or may not be 
attainable.          
 


